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ABSTRACT 
 
Vibration arising in a centrifugal pump shaft is a phenomenon 
occured due to the distance between the two couplings, the 
thickness and the width of belt, and the configuration of belt 
mounting position on the coupling. In this study, the distance of 
couplings, the thickness and the width of belt, and the 
configuration of belt mounting position on the coupling were 
varied. With this variation, the behavior of the existing vibration 
can be observed and known by using VQ-400-A OMETRON 
vibrometer connected to U3-LV labjack and then transmitted to 
PC in the form of digital to analog voltage. The result of this 
study showed that, to generate a relatively low vibration of 1.93 
mm/s, the best mounting position for the belt of 7.5 mm thick, 
145 mm wide, and flens distance of 5.5 cm was inward mounting 
position. The result of this study is expected to be able to become 
the reference in selecting the belt. 
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1.0 PREFACE 
Pump is one of fluid machine that is utilized to move fluid of a 
place goes to other place by raise that fluid pressure. Pump is 
utilized as tool of fluid transportation (horizontal and also 
vertical), to raise pressure and speed. Of so much pump, one that 

right usually been utilized is centrifugal pump. It relates since its 
top compared with by the other pump, which is: cheap price, 
simple construction, its assembly is easy, capacity and head one 
that tall, easy operational and preserve (Girdhar, 2005), since its 
top this so centrifugal pump a lot of utilized by industry. But in 
operation at frequent field to be met failing, one of cause it is 
vibration that evoked by coupling dialing as router of lap and 
energy. Effect that vibration gets to wreck axis, bolster, its arises 
noise , decrease head , capacity decrease until efficiency decrease 
of that pump. 

According to condition zoom curve, therefore one of the ways 
the most to detect first few damage phenomena on pumps 
included machine be by use of response vibrasi.   
 
Coupling is constitute a functioning machine element as router of 
lap and energy of drive axis goes to axis that moved by ala must 
(without happening slip), where is second axis punk that lays in 
one straight line or get punk different slightly it. In contrast to 
detachable coupling which can be release and linked if needful, 
therefore regular coupling always in a state most link (Sularso 
and Suga, 1997).  

Coupling which will be plotted on this research is belt 
coupling that can keep on lap and energy among actuating axis 
with axis that moved by resulting vibration enough little and 
flexible, it is caused because doesn't necessitate axis lays in 
straight line or one punk.   

Its little indication vibration which happens on axis pumps to 
get is felt where damage zoom on axis pumps and little bolster. 
Vibration’s response of a pump constitutes one of indicator which 
point out mechanical condition of a pump.  

Coupling that is utilized in this research is belt coupling that 
is designed by use of belt which is tied-up by use of bolt and nut 
at conjugate among coupling on motor axis with coupling on axis 
pumps.  
There is aim even this research is:  
A. Generically  
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To detect happening vibration phenomenon on centrifugal 
pump axis by use of coupling dialing flange  belt system that 
as router of energy and lap.  

B. Specifically  
1. Analyzing happening vibration on axis pumps with distance 

5,5 cm.  
2. Analyzing happening vibration on axis pumps with thick belt 

7,5 mm and wide 145 mm.  
3. Analyzing happening vibration on axis pumps with belt 

assembly position  inside on coupling.   
 
 
The benefits of this research are:  
1. Vibration’s signal can be made as basis to detect early 

vibration which happens on centrifugal pump axis.   
2. Giving information about phenomenon examination method 

vibration on centrifugal pump axis and as referenced as to 
avoid its happening vibration which is even greater.  
 

Figure1: Centrifugal pump with coupling dialing system 
belt flange  

1.1 Belt Coupling 

This coupling is modified to keep on moment by the 
instrumentality of belt flange that is tied-up by use of bolt and 
nut. Excessive imposition thus on actuating axis at the time 
linked, can be avoided by marks sense made from belt material 
which flexible, therefore coupling becomes not stiff, so 
unorganized axis on assembly time is enabled. 

Coupling shall qualify as follows:  
1. Edge out linked or detached  
2. Can keep on energy and lap utterly without slip  
3. Heavy duty rigged on its axis  
4. Have no a part one be easily take down 

 

Figure 2: 
Couplings and belt 

1.2 Pump  
 Pump is a tool that is utilized to move a fluid of a place 
goes to other place by raise that liquid pressure. Standard pumps 
to correspond to FIRE 610, ISO 5199, AT N 24256( www. truflo. 
com ).  

 
Fig 3: Axis pump 

 

2.0  METHODOLOGY 
The subject of this research is centrifugal pump axis that most 

link with motor axis with coupling dialing system belt that tied-up 
by bolt and nut, assembled appropriate model simple installation. 
Specification pumps research as follows:  

• Brand  :  Grundfos 
• Head  :  70 m  
• Capacity  :  30 ltr / sec  
• Energy  :  3700 watts  
• Voltage  :  380 volts  
• Lap  :  2950 rpm  

 

Figure 4:Belt Assembly go to coupling 
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Figure 5: 
Measurementdots 

 
Its job principle began by energy and lap of electricity motor is 
kept on goes to motor axis with coupling dialing system belt that 
tied-up by bolt and nut was kept on to go to centrifugal pump 
axis.   

Equipment that is utilized in this examination for example:  

1. Electric motor MarelliMotorione that is utilized deep 
observational it is instrumental existing or will be made by 
researcher. This examination tool constitutes one unity of 
motor axis following component and flange  one that most 
link with axis by power 3700 watts  and lap 2950 rpm, one 
that is utilized to keep on lap for axis to pump.  

2. Centrifugal pump Grundfosone that is utilized deep 
observational it is instrumental existing or will be designed 
by researcher. This examination constitutes one unity of 
following component: motor and flange that most link with 
axis by power 3700 watts and lap 2950 rpm most links 
with coupling dialing system belt that keeps on to axis lap 
pump with streaming capacity 30 liters / s, one that is 
utilized to pump and circulate water fluid.   

3. Motor axis that is utilized ø 43 mm with longing 90 mm, 
utilized kept up lap goes to centrifugal pump axis.   

4. Axis pumps that is utilized ø 32 mm with longing 90 mm, 
utilized kept up lap of axis goes to impeller  pump to pump 
and  circulate water fluid.  

5.  Motor flange and pump that is utilized ø 165 mm with 
thick 25 mm  

6. Belt is utilized in this research is consisting of belt three 
size types that tied-up by bolt and nut on flange.   

7. Canon's digital camera and Nokia C2's HP, one that will be 
utilized to perpetuate experimental.   

8. Digital Contact Tachometer's Photo, utilized to measure 
axis lap pumps.  
 

Set up is examination equipment is done to get experimental data 
as follows:  

1. Cable connective energy of power supply goes to 
Vibrometer  and labjack 

2. Connective Labjack with Vibrometer by use of coaxial  
3. Connective labjack to PC by using USB cable  
4. Tide and runs vibrometer with tension 12 Volts / 1A its 

current ones managed through power supply  
5. The distance among vibrometerwith axis pumps  is 24 

cm  

6. Run motor and pump and lets to work vicinity pivot 20 
minutes for lap stability  

7. Lead vibrometer is laser  for axis to pump and 
beginning does measurement and watch correspond to 
variable that at wants and labjackcan utilize converter 
to monitor and controls job of laptop's PC.   

 

Figure 6: 
Tachometer and caliper's verniers 

 

Figure7. 
Vibration is meter 

 

 
Figure 8:Labjack 

 

Figure 9: 
Cable power portion and coaxial 

Methodic examination that is done which is direct 
examination, where on this examination, all its point variable is 
gotten from measurement result and is utilized as material of 
watch or analysis.   

Evoked vibration enquiry effect coupling distance variation, 
assemblies positioning configuration belt go to coupling, broad 
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and belt thick with wicked unidirectional measurement dot 
horizontal. Measurement is done on the dot has already been 
determined which is with take bases time domain, and domain's 
frequency where measurement emphasis lies on axis rotary pump.  

Examinations experimental ala and downloading be done to 
get effect vibration characteristic of coupling dialing system belt 
on axis pumps.   

Figure 10: Measurement relationship and monitoring object 
monitoring with data analysis 

 

Figure 
11: Observing data 

 

Accord for the purpose research, this variable as 
attention focus that needs preconditioned for data processing to 
get an almost perfect result.   
The variables that observed in this research are : 

1. Input lap of motor  
2. Output's lap of motor for axis to pump  
3. Distance among coupling second  
4. Broad and belt thick that is assembled  
5. Belt assembly position goes to coupling  

 
 

3.0 RESULT AND STUDY 

Figure 12: 
Belt assembly withdistance 5,5 cm 

Observing and measurement result shows : 
Compare and vibration analysis result wholly can be seen on 
adverbial hereunder:  
 
Table 1:On belt assembly inside, for distance 5,5 cm, belt is with 
broad 145 mm and thick 7,5 mm have deviations that most little 
(1,93 mm/s) in comparison with the other belt on same distance. 

No Time (s) Disp5,5 (L145T7,5) 

1 0 0 

2 0,001 0,03111242 

3 0,002 0,01912615 

4 0,003 0,1869339 

5 0,004 0,03410898 

6 0,005 0,01792752 

7 0,006 0,002345367 

8 0,007 1,531194 

9 0,008 1,644464 

10 0,009 1,209363 

11 0,01 0,09164308 

12 0,011 0,2031154 

13 0,012 0,9618463 

14 0,013 0,3960944 

15 0,014 1,383164 

16 0,015 0,01792752 

17 0,016 0,3883033 

18 0,017 1,599516 

19 0,018 0,3241767 

20 0,019 0,124006 

21 0,02 1,060733 
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22 0,021 0,8036276 

23 0,022 0,5597069 

24 0,023 0,7341072 

25 0,024 1,739156 

26 0,025 0,9162985 

27 0,026 1,937529 

28 0,027 0,3079953 

29 0,028 0,9204937 

30 0,029 1,794293 
 

Figure 
13:Graph test on picture shows 

Result tests puntir belt  

 
Figure 14: Specimen tests 

 
Table 2:Data tests puntir belt 

 

 
Figure 15: Result tests puntir 

 

4.0 CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS  

4.1 Conclusion  
Based on research goal which is detect happening vibration 
phenomenon on centrifugal pump by use of vibration signal, 
therefore bases study and analysis result get to be concluded that  
flange distance, thick and belt wide and belt assembly position 
results to increase where vibration, result observationaling to 
point out that:  
Vibration occurs on axis pumps with thick belt assembly 7,5 mm 
and wide 145 mm with distance flange  5,5 cm and position 
inside the belt is deviations that most little which is 1,93 mm/s. 
 
4.2 Suggestions 
For more development to this research therefore this following is 
passed on tips divers, as follows:   
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1. Besides used as converter for vibration output perusal,  labjack 
can also be used for output perusal such as : tension output 
perusal censor, current, energy, temperature and humidity, wind 
speed ,  force, pressure, strain, acceleretion, RPM, light 
intensity, voice intensity, concentration gases, position etc..  

2. Need development more hit coupling thread research belt 
flange, well of facet significant, long belt and belt amount that 
is assembled between second flange . 

3. Before using testing tools and another supporting component 
need to be adjusted by condition and situation so result it 
more sinkron with observational it.  
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